World class media-centric professional services to
design, launch, support, optimize and manage your
operations. From technical support to a complete and
fully managed as-a-Service media delivery platform Vega ensures a quality and reliable service to your
consumers.

Deploy, Manage
and Evolve.
Every day, Everywhere.

MediaKind Universe represents our award winning and industry leading
portfolio of media solutions centered around innovative and immersive
consumer experiences.

Vega has been described by some astronomers as ‘arguably the next most important star in the sky after the Sun’
and in our world represents the reliability to deliver complex media operations.
MediaKind Vega is our services and support portfolio enabling uninterrupted media delivery for everyone,
everywhere.

Vega represents our comprehensive services portfolio built upon our world-class
media expertise. We engage with you to design, prepare, integrate, optimize and
support your consumer and operational experience. Vega adapts and evolves
with your business.

Project Management

Managed Services and as-a-Service

Founded upon proven methodology, our certified and media trained

Our Managed Services and as a Service model both provide hands-on

professionals manage projects of varying types and sizes, from large

operations using proven tools and methods to achieve your operational

multi-year programs to small-scale assignments. Using our extensive
experience, we ensure on time delivery and a successful launch.

Solution Architecture Services
MediaKind’s Solution Architects bring a wealth of media expertise and
global experience to deliver the design of your solution, fully aligning to
your business needs. We provide technical specifications, definition of
end-to-end architecture and a solution roadmap.

Consulting
MediaKind advises on and proposes solutions to your challenges,
enabling you to capture and monetize new media opportunities. Our
business process and technology consulting uses both our own and
industry best practices, tools and methodologies.

goals, allowing you to focus on your core value of delivering engaging
consumer experiences.

Integration and Testing Services
Leveraging our heritage of handling complex prime integration projects
globally, MediaKind offers extensive capabilities to integrate and validate
complex multi-vendor ecosystems and smaller scale deployments.

Education Services
MediaKind develops your operational teams’ knowledge and expertise
through training and certification programs. This ensures continued
competitiveness and operational success of your business.

Support
Our support solutions deliver confidence by offering the best in class
expertise to ensure continued operations of your media infrastructure. Our
multi-tiered support offerings allow you to select the most appropriate
level to meet your business and technical needs.

www.mediakind.com

